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 2

SUMMARY 18 

 19 

Migration of stem cells underpins the physiology of metazoan animals. For tissues to be 20 

maintained, stem cells and their progeny must migrate and differentiate in the correct 21 

positions. This need is even more acute after tissue damage by wounding or pathogenic 22 

infections. Inappropriate migration also underpins the formation of metastasis. Despite 23 

this, few mechanistic studies address stem cell migration during repair or homeostasis 24 

in adult tissues. Here, we present a shielded X-ray irradiation assay that allows us to 25 

follow stem cell migration in the planarians. We demonstrate that we can use this 26 

system to study the molecular control of stem cell migration and show that snail and 27 

zeb-1 EMT transcription factors homologs are necessary for cell migration to wound 28 

sites and for the establishment of migratory cell morphology. Our work establishes 29 

planarians as a suitable model for further in depth study of the processes controlling 30 

stem cell migration in vivo. 31 

 32 

Keywords: stem cells, planarian, regeneration, migration, snail, zeb-1, EMT, 33 

wounding, notum, differentiation. 34 
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 3

INTRODUCTION 36 

Regeneration and tissue homeostasis in multicellular animals are a result of the activity 37 

of their stem cells. Most animal adult life histories include some potential to regenerate 38 

lost cells, tissues and organs but the efficiency and extent of the regenerative process 39 

varies greatly amongst species. Many basal invertebrates like cnidarians, flatworms and 40 

annelids are capable of whole body regeneration and some of these are now 41 

experimentally tractable model organisms for studying regeneration and homeostasis 42 

(Galliot, 2012; Gehrke and Srivastava, 2016; Tanaka and Reddien, 2011). Studies of the 43 

invertebrate stem cells that contribute to regeneration and homeostasis inform us about 44 

the origins of key stem cell properties. These include potency, self-renewal, production 45 

of the correct quantity and type of progeny, and the interpretation of positional 46 

information to ensure regenerated tissue is patterned and functionally integrated. So far 47 

few studies in regenerative models have investigated cell migration in vivo in adult 48 

animals, even though migration to sites of injury or homeostatic activity is a key stem 49 

cell activity for regeneration and repair, and has important biomedical applications 50 

(Bradshaw et al., 2015; Guedelhoefer and Sánchez Alvarado, 2012a; Reig et al., 2014). 51 

The over-activity of migratory mechanisms is a feature of tumor tissue invasion and the 52 

pathology caused by cancers (Friedl and Gilmour, 2009; Friedl et al., 2012). Defects in 53 

stem cell migration are likely to contribute to many age-related processes leading to 54 

disease. These links remain poorly described, particularly in vivo (Goichberg, 2016). 55 

Many studies have revealed common mechanisms that drive cell migration in different 56 

contexts (Friedl and Alexander, 2011; Friedl et al., 2012; Goichberg, 2016; Ridley et 57 

al., 2003). However, studying cell migration in vivo is technically challenging, and 58 

simple model systems amenable to functional study may have a lot to offer. For 59 

example, in vivo studies in both Drosophila and C. elegans during embryogenesis and 60 

larval development have proven very useful for unveiling fundamental molecular 61 
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mechanisms also used by vertebrates (Geisbrecht and Montell, 2002; Hagedorn et al., 62 

2013; Montell, 2003; Reig et al., 2014; Sato et al., 2015). The planarian system, in 63 

which pluripotent adult stem cells (known as neoblasts, NBs) and their progeny can be 64 

easily identified and studied, is another potentially tractable system for studying cell 65 

migration (Eisenhoffer et al., 2008). In particular, planarians offer the potential to study 66 

stem cell migration in both an adult and highly regenerative context. 67 

Here we have used the model planarian Schmidtea mediterranea to establish methods to 68 

study cell migration and show that NB and progeny migration utilize epithelial-69 

mesenchymal transition (EMT) related mechanisms in response to tissue damage. To 70 

date relatively little focus has been given to stem cell migration in planarians 71 

(Guedelhoefer and Sánchez Alvarado, 2012a; Saló and Baguñà, 1985), although it is a 72 

necessary component of a successful regenerative outcome. We perfect an assay to 73 

allow observation of cell migration and describe several novel phenomena in the 74 

planarian system, including homeostatic cell migration mechanisms in the absence of 75 

wounding. Migrating cells form extended processes, the frequency of which correlate 76 

with cell movement towards the wound site. Using markers of the well characterized 77 

epidermal lineage we uncover a close relationship between known NB and progeny 78 

lineages and the order and extent of cell migration, demonstrating that cells at some 79 

stages of differentiation are more migratory than others. RNAi can be efficiently 80 

employed within our migration assay and we demonstrate the requirement for a 81 

planarian matrix-metalloprotease, Smed-MMPa (mmpa), and an ortholog of beta-82 

integrin, Smed-β1-integrin (β1-integrin), for normal cell migration and the formation of 83 

extended processes as proof of principle of this approach (Bonar and Petersen, 2017; 84 

Isolani et al., 2013; Seebeck et al., 2017). Using RNAi we also show the polarity 85 

determinant Smed-notum (notum) is necessary for homeostatic anterior migration of 86 

cells in unwounded animals, but not for cells to form processes or to migrate in 87 
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response to wounding (Petersen and Reddien, 2011). Our observations of migratory cell 88 

behavior and morphology led us to consider if EMT related mechanisms are likely to 89 

control cell migration in planarians. We investigated three planarian orthologs of EMT-90 

transcription factors (EMT-TFs) and found that they were all required for stem cell 91 

migration in the context of our assay. Our work establishes the conservation of EMT 92 

mechanisms controlling cell migration across the breadth of bilaterians and establishes 93 

the use of S. mediterranea as a highly effective model system to study in vivo adult 94 

stem cell migration in a regenerative context.  95 

 96 

RESULTS 97 

Establishment of an X-ray shielded irradiation assay for tracking stem cell 98 

migration  99 

The sensitivity of planarian regenerative properties to high doses of ionizing radiation 100 

was established over a century ago (Bardeen and Baetjer, 1904). Later this was 101 

attributed to the fact that NBs were killed by irradiation (Wolff, 1962). Partially 102 

exposing planarians to ionizing radiation, through use of a lead shield, was shown to 103 

slow down regenerative ability and suggested the possibility that NBs were potentially 104 

able to move to exposed regions and restore regenerative ability (Dubois, 1949). 105 

Recently established methods for tracking cell migration in planarians have either 106 

revisited shielding or involved transplanting tissue with stem cells into lethally 107 

irradiated hosts (Guedelhoefer and Sánchez Alvarado, 2012a; Tasaki et al., 2016). 108 

These methods clearly show movement of NBs and their progeny. We set out with the 109 

goal of adapting the shielding approach to establish a practical assay for studying the 110 

molecular control of cell migration. We wished to simultaneously use both smaller 111 

animals and larger numbers of animals for irradiation to generate a much smaller 112 
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shielded region and by performing experiments simultaneously across larger numbers 113 

of animals, rather than shielding animals individually. 114 

We perfected a technique in which multiple animals can be uniformly irradiated with X-115 

rays, apart from a thin strip in a predetermined position along their body axis. This is 116 

achieved by placing the animals directly above a 0.8 mm strip of lead (6.1 mm thick), to 117 

significantly attenuate the X-rays in the region just above the lead to less than 5% of the 118 

dose in the rest of the animal (Figure 1A-C, Figure S1A-C). 119 

Our final working version of the apparatus is conveniently designed to fit a standard 60 120 

mm Petri dish, with the lead shield lying below the diameter (Figure 1A, Figure S1A 121 

and B). Anaesthetized planarians are aligned across the diameter in preparation for X-122 

ray exposure (Figure 1 A-C). We could then expose up to 20 ~3-5mm long worms 123 

simultaneously to a normally lethal 30 Gy X-ray dose in a 1 min 18 sec exposure, with 124 

the shielded region receiving <1.5 Gy. This allows for some precision in controlling the 125 

position of a surviving band of NBs (Figure 1D and E).  126 

Looking at animals with the shield positioned centrally along the anterior to posterior 127 

(AP) axis we performed whole mount fluorescent in situ hybridization (WFISH) to 128 

assay the effectiveness of the shield. With the smedwi-1 NB marker we confirmed that 129 

all NBs (smedwi-1+) outside the shielded region disappear by 24 hours post irradiation 130 

(pi). With the early epidermal lineage marker prog-1 we confirmed that stem cell 131 

progeny (prog-1+) outside the shielded region have differentiated by 4 days pi and 132 

disappear as no NB are present to renew the prog-1+ population (Figure 1E and F). We 133 

observed that cells within the shield have a density equivalent to that in wild type 134 

animals not subjected to shielded irradiation, suggesting that the shield is effective at 135 

protecting cells (Figure 1E and F and see Figure 2D for quantification). We also noted 136 

that there is no cell migration from the shielded region during this time (Figure 1E and 137 

F). These data established that any observation of migrating NBs and progeny should 138 
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ideally occur after 4 days pi. In summary, our X-ray shielded assay allows convenient 139 

and precise observation of NB and progeny behavior over time post-irradiation, and in 140 

animals of a size and number suitable for functional studies. 141 

 142 

Features of planarian cell migration after wounding 143 

We next employed the assay system to describe the movement of NBs and progeny. 144 

The cycling NBs in S. mediterranea are normally present throughout the body but 145 

absent from the region in front of the photoreceptors and the centrally positioned 146 

pharynx and are not detectable within early regenerative blastema (Figure S2A and B). 147 

These facts mean that in normal animals: i) NBs would not normally have far to migrate 148 

during normal homeostasis or regeneration as they will always be relatively close to 149 

where they are required, except for the anterior region and the pharynx, ii) in the 150 

context of early regeneration post-mitotic progeny migrate to establish the blastema 151 

tissue before NBs, and iii) at least for the pharynx and the most anterior tissue, 152 

homeostasis is achieved by migration of post-mitotic progeny, and not NBs. Together 153 

this led us to expect that stem cell progeny might have migratory properties that are 154 

distinct from NBs. 155 

We shielded animals over the pharynx (Figure 2A and B) and made anterior wounds by 156 

decapitation just under the photoreceptors, at 4 d pi when a ‘blank canvas’ is present 157 

anterior to the shielded region (Figure 1F). Using WFISH over a 10 day time course 158 

after wounding, we observed that, as previously described, stem cells and stem cell 159 

progeny migrated anteriorly towards the wound, but not in a posterior direction (Figure 160 

2B). We used the lack of posterior migration in this experimental design to facilitate 161 

accurate measurements of individual cell migration distances over time (Figure 2A). 162 

Quantifying smedwi-1+ NBs, prog1+ progeny and mitotic cells in the migratory region 163 
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just anterior to the pharynx allowed us to develop a detailed overview of the migration 164 

process (Figure 2B-E). 165 

While the most advanced smedwi-1+ cells can some times match the extent of migration 166 

of the most advanced prog1+ cells, we found that many more prog1+ cells enter the 167 

migratory region than smedwi-1+ cells over the first 4 days post amputation (pa). 168 

(Figure 2B-D). This observation suggests that progeny react en masse to a wound 169 

derived signal and NBs follow, either independently in response to the wound signal or 170 

because they somehow sense the migration of prog1+ cells and follow, or some 171 

combination of both. By 7 days pa, while the density of NBs and progeny in the 172 

migratory region just anterior to the shield are still lower than in unexposed animals, 173 

homeostatic ratios of stem cells and stem cell progeny are restored (Figure 2D). We 174 

observed cells in M-phase within the field of migrating cells, the numbers of which 175 

increased in proportion with the numbers of migrating smedwi-1+ NBs over time 176 

(Figure S2C, D and Figure 2E). This pattern of proliferation in the migratory region is 177 

consistent with the homeostatic ratio of NBs and progeny being restored by increased 178 

stem cell division as well as by further migration from the shielded region (Figure 2C-179 

E). From this we deduce that increases in number of both NBs and progeny outside of 180 

the shielded region are fueled initially by migration, but then by both further migration 181 

and proliferation of NBs.  182 

Prog1+ progeny that reach the wound site at 10 days pa can only have arisen from 183 

asymmetric cell divisions of NBs as old as 6 days pa or later, as 4 days the maximum 184 

time before they differentiate and stop expressing the prog-1 marker (Eisenhoffer et al, 185 

2008). Given the NB migration speeds we observe (Figure 2C), these prog1+ cells must 186 

be the progeny of NBs that have themselves already migrated well beyond the shielded 187 

region. Taken together, this data suggests that migrating smedwi-1+ NBs undergo both 188 

symmetric and asymmetric cell divisions that increase both the number of smedwi-1+ 189 
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cells and prog1+ cells, importantly providing a source of stem cell progeny that do not 190 

derive from the shielded region. We note the overall similarity in these dynamics to that 191 

observed during regeneration after amputation, where stem cell progeny form the initial 192 

regeneration blastema, with NBs only following later. 193 

We also wished to know how precise the homing of migrating cells to wounds could be. 194 

To investigate we performed single poke wounds at the midline or notches confined to 195 

one side of the animal (Figure S2E and F). We observed that even these small injuries 196 

in relatively close proximity, promoted distinct migratory responses around each wound 197 

site, indicating that migrating cells home with precision to injuries (Figure S2E and F). 198 

Despite the absence of NBs and progeny in the whole anterior tissue field migrating 199 

stem cell progeny only migrate and collect around the wound, and do not sense the 200 

absence of NBs and progeny elsewhere (Figure S2E and F). We also observed as a 201 

general feature of migration towards the wound site that dorsal prog1+ cells appear to 202 

migrate more rapidly than ventral cells to the same wound (Figure S2G and H), and that 203 

dorsal smedwi-1+ cells migrate centrally while ventral stem cells migrate across the 204 

width of animals (Figure S2I).  205 

 206 

Migrating planarian cells have a distinct morphology of extended cell processes 207 

We next investigated the migrating cells themselves in more detail, to see if we could 208 

understand more about how they move in S. mediterranea. We imaged migrating cells 209 

after wounding and compared them to cells remaining in the shielded region that were 210 

static. We observed a significantly higher frequency of individual NBs and progeny 211 

with extended cell processes in migratory regions of injured animals than in animals 212 

that were uninjured or for cells in the shielded region that were not actively migrating 213 

(Figure 2F-I, see Figure S2J and K for different cell morphology). We did not observe 214 

any connection or alignment between cells with extended processes, and individual 215 
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cells migrate independently with rather than any mechanism involving collective cell 216 

movement requiring cell-cell junction contact (Friedl and Alexander, 2011; Friedl et al., 217 

2012). This observation suggests that cell migration may involve cellular mechanisms 218 

similar to those used during classical EMT (Kalluri and Weinberg, 2009; Lamouille et 219 

al., 2014). While net movement of cells is towards the wound site, we note that cell 220 

processes can extend in all directions, not just towards the wound (Figure 2J-M). Taken 221 

together these data indicate that NBs and progeny respond to wounds with directional 222 

precision and by extending cell processes. 223 

 224 

The order and extent of cell migration recapitulates cell lineage 225 

Details of planarian NB and progeny lineages, in particular the epidermal lineage allows 226 

detailed tracking of differentiation fates (Eisenhoffer et al., 2008; Tu et al., 2015; van 227 

Wolfswinkel et al., 2014). Thus, we can use the cell type markers from these studies to 228 

label different populations of NBs and progeny (Figure 3A). We investigated the 229 

expression of these markers in migrating cells using a series of overlapping double 230 

WFISH experiments. These allowed us to measure the extent of migration of each of 231 

these cell types and to observe the relationship between migration and differentiation 232 

(Figure 3B-M). We observed that migration distance increases for cells expressing later 233 

markers of the epidermal lineage, in particular we see a significant difference in extent 234 

of migration between smedwi-1+ve zeta+ve NBs and smedwi-1-ve zeta+ve progeny (Figure 235 

3H, I and L).  These data suggest that very early post-mitotic progeny may have the 236 

highest migratory potential in the epidermal cell lineage. Again, we note that this 237 

pattern of differentiation and migration recapitulates early regeneration, where cycling 238 

NBs do not enter the blastema, which is first populated by post-mitotic progeny.  239 

 240 
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A matrix metalloprotease and beta-integrin are both required for cell migration to 241 

wound sites. 242 

Having provided a detailed description of cell migration in S. mediterranea we next 243 

wished to test if we could study gene function in the context of migration. For this we 244 

considered candidate genes that might be required for cell migration based on both 245 

previous work in planarians and by analogy with other studies of cell migration. This 246 

led us to select mmpa and β1-integrin as strong candidates for proof of principle 247 

experiments. 248 

Previous research had attempted to implicate mmpa, one of four matrix metalloprotease 249 

enzymes identifiable in the S. mediterranea genome, as having a possible role in cell 250 

migration (Isolani et al., 2013). We decided to look at the function of this gene in the 251 

context of our migration assay. We first performed RNAi in the context of normal 252 

regeneration and amputation, and observed that mmpa(RNAi) animals showed 253 

regeneration defects as previously described, with failure to correctly regenerate 254 

anterior or posterior tissues (Figure S3A). We then performed RNAi and amputation in 255 

the context of our assay and observed that anterior tissues regressed and that animals 256 

failed to regenerate (Figure S3B). We used WFISH to monitor the movement of 257 

smedwi-1+ NBs and prog1+ stem cell progeny after mmpa(RNAi), and observed almost 258 

no migration of cells compared to control gfp(RNAi) worms (Figure 4A, D and M, see 259 

also Figure S3M and N). Additionally, we examined the morphology of NBs and 260 

progeny and observed reduced numbers of cells with extended processes compared to 261 

migrating cells in the gfp(RNAi) control animals (Figure 4 B, C, E, F and N). These 262 

results confirm that this matrix metalloprotease enzyme is required to facilitate cell 263 

migration in planarians and demonstrates the potential utility of our assay in generating 264 

insights into how stem cell migration is controlled. We found that mmpa is only 265 

expressed at relatively low levels in stem cells and stem cell progeny, with the bulk of 266 
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its expression in differentiated radiation insensitive cells (Figure S3C-E) (Kao et al., 267 

2017). We also did not detect mmpa expression in migrating cells (Figure S3F and G), 268 

suggesting it is instead produced by differentiated cells and required in the extracellular 269 

matrix to allow cell extensions to form and allow migration.  270 

We next investigated whether β1-integrin also had a conserved role in allowing cell 271 

migration in our assay. Integrins have conserved roles in orchestrating cell migration, 272 

providing a connection between physical actions of the actin cytoskeleton and signaling 273 

mechanisms instructing migratory activity (Mogilner and Keren, 2009; Vicente-274 

Manzanares et al., 2009). A consideration of the recently published regenerative 275 

phenotypes for planarian β1-integrin suggested to us that the cellular disorganization 276 

observed in these studies could be in part due to failures in migratory activity (Bonar 277 

and Petersen, 2017; Seebeck et al., 2017). We observed that β1-integrin transcript was 278 

expressed in nearly all smedwi-1+ NBs and about a third of migrating progeny in the 279 

migration region of wildtype animals in our assay (Figure S3H-L). We performed (β1-280 

integrin)RNAi and found that cell migration was greatly impaired compared to 281 

gfp(RNAi) controls (Figure 4G-N, Figure S3M and N). Cell process formation in NBs 282 

and progeny was also disrupted (Figure 4K, L and N). These data confirm a conserved 283 

role for β1-integrin in NB and progeny cell migration in planarians, and along with the 284 

mmpa(RNAi) phenotype confirm that our assay can be combined with RNAi based loss 285 

of function studies. 286 

 287 

Anterior migration of stem cells and stem cell progeny in the absence of wounding 288 

While wounding will trigger migration, and in fact precise homing of NBs and progeny 289 

(Figure S2 E and F), we wished to observe what happened in the absence of wounding. 290 

We shielded animals of equal size at different positions along the AP axis and irradiated 291 

them (Figure 5A). When the shield was placed in the posterior region of worms we 292 
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observed tissue death and regression from the anterior towards the shield (Figure 5B). 293 

Subsequently, we observed blastema formation and normal regeneration that took up to 294 

50 d pi (Figure 5C). Using WFISH we were able to observe that NBs and progeny did 295 

not migrate until the regressing anterior tissue boundary was relatively close to the 296 

anterior of the shielded region (Figure 5D). When animals where shielded in mid body 297 

regions with the top of the shield level with the most anterior region of the pharynx we 298 

observed regression of the anterior and posterior tissue (Figure 5E). We subsequently 299 

observed blastema formation and regeneration that took up to 45 d pi (Figure 5F). 300 

WFISH revealed that in these animals NBs and progeny migrate towards the anterior 301 

(Figure 5G) and later towards the posterior once regressing tissue is close to the 302 

shielded regions. These data suggested that remaining NBs maintain local tissue 303 

homeostasis, and remain stationary within the shielded region until regressing tissue 304 

boundaries are close enough to trigger migration. 305 

In contrast, for animals where the posterior of the shield was positioned level with the 306 

anterior of the pharynx we observed that worms often displayed posterior regression but 307 

not anterior regression (Figure 5H and I). The heads of these animals never regressed 308 

while tails regressed and then regenerated over several weeks (Figure 5I). WFISH 309 

subsequently revealed that NBs and progeny could migrate towards the anterior in the 310 

absence of wounding or loss of tissue homeostasis (Figure 5J). These results suggest 311 

that leaving a stripe of more anteriorly positioned cells is somehow sufficient to trigger 312 

anterior migration and maintain anterior tissue homoestasis.  313 

To investigate this phenomenon further we irradiated animals with shields positioned at 314 

different points along the AP axis and performed WFISH to observe NBs and stem cell 315 

progeny migration at different time points. We were able to observe migration of cells 316 

towards the anterior in the absence of wounding as long the shield was within a set 317 

distance of the anterior tip (up to 1.2 mm in animals 3 mm in length, Figure 5K and L). 318 
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These data add to previous work that described that migration only occurs after 319 

wounding or when tissue homeostasis fails and tissue regression reaches remaining 320 

stem cells (Guedelhoefer and Sánchez Alvarado, 2012a). We find that when stem cells 321 

and stem cell progeny in the pre-pharyngeal anterior region can migrate to the anterior 322 

in the absence of wounding and before tissue homeostasis fails. This migratory activity 323 

restores the normal anterior distribution of both NBs and progeny, suggesting the 324 

presence of anterior signals that can call NBs and progeny into the brain and anterior 325 

structures over a restricted range. These observations suggest that an anterior signal 326 

exists for encouraging cell migration in intact animals that acts at least over the brain 327 

region (Figure 5L).  328 

 329 

Notum is required for anterior cell migration in intact animals, but not after 330 

wounding 331 

By analogy with other systems there are clearly a large number of conserved candidate 332 

signaling pathways that could be involved in promoting cell migration. We chose to 333 

study two candidate molecules, Smed-wnt1 (wnt1) and notum that are both upregulated 334 

at anterior wounds in planarians (Petersen and Reddien, 2009). In addition, notum is 335 

also expressed at the anterior medial tip of intact animals (Petersen and Reddien, 2011) 336 

and is therefore also a candidate for controlling anterior migration in the absence of 337 

wounding.  338 

It has been previously shown that wounding at any sites results in the transcriptional 339 

expression of wnt1 in muscle cells at the wound site (Witchley et al., 2013). Given that 340 

Wnt signaling has a role in regulating cell migration elsewhere (Mayor and Theveneau, 341 

2014), Wnt1 resulting from wound-induced expression could be required for cell 342 

migration to the wound in planarians. We performed wnt1(RNAi) and observed full 343 

penetrance of the tailless phenotype previously described for these animals (Figure 344 
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S4A) (Petersen and Reddien, 2009). After shielded irradiation we also observed 345 

wnt1(RNAi) animals were able to regenerate anterior structures completely (Figure 346 

S4B). Using WFISH we observed no effects on either NB or progeny migration after 347 

wounding, and both cell populations formed cell extensions to a similar extent to 348 

control gfp(RNAi) animals suggesting that wnt1(RNAi) has no essential role in the 349 

migration process (Figure 6A-C and G-K). 350 

Smed-notum is also expressed in muscle cells on wounding, but only at anterior facing 351 

wounds where it is required to ensure the proper specification of anterior fates, probably 352 

by repressing Wnt signaling (Petersen and Reddien, 2011). Additionally it has a 353 

homeostatic expression pattern at the anterior margin and has previously been shown to 354 

promote the homeostasis and correct size of the brain in combination with the activity 355 

of a wnt11-6 gene expressed in posterior brain regions (Hill and Petersen, 2015). On 356 

this basis notum represents a candidate molecule for both wound-induced migration and 357 

migration of cells towards anterior regions in uninjured animals. We performed 358 

notum(RNAi) and observed full penetrance of the double tailed phenotype previously 359 

described for these animals in a standard regeneration assay (Figure S4A) (Petersen and 360 

Reddien, 2011). After shielded irradiation and wounding we observed that while 361 

notum(RNAi) animals failed to regenerate normal anterior structures compared to 362 

controls, we observed no difference in migration of cells or migrating cell morphology 363 

compared to control gfp(RNAi) animals using WFISH (Figure 6A-F, J and K). 364 

However, when using an anteriorly positioned shield, which led to anterior migration of 365 

cells in control intact unwounded gfp(RNAi) animals, we observed a significant 366 

reduction in anterior migration after notum(RNAi) (Figure 6L-S, Figure S4C-E). This 367 

reduction in migration was not accompanied by a difference in the number of cells with 368 

cell extensions (Figure 6S), suggesting that notum may act by contributing a directional 369 

signal rather than controlling cellular migratory behavior of anteriorly positioned NBs 370 
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and progeny. These data suggest that notum is not essential for wound-induced cell 371 

migration but is required in the case of homeostatic anterior migration in intact animals 372 

that we uncovered in this work. It seems likely that an earlier description of a 373 

notum/wnt11-6 regulatory circuit involved in homeostatic regulation of brain size may 374 

also have a broader role in the homeostatic maintenance of anterior regions that do not 375 

normally contain NBs (Hill and Petersen, 2015). 376 

 377 

Conserved EMT transcription factors regulate cell migration in planarians 378 

We next considered if we could establish a broad comparative context for the control of 379 

cell migration in planarians and migration in other systems, including mammals. Our 380 

observation that NBs and progeny appear to migrate individually using cell extensions 381 

to interact with the extracellular matrix and non-migratory neighboring differentiated 382 

cells suggested that they may use similar mechanisms to those attributed to EMT 383 

(Thiery and Sleeman, 2006). EMT in different contexts requires the activity of a 384 

restricted group of transcription factors (EMT-TFs) (Batlle et al., 2000; Cano et al., 385 

2000; Colvin Wanshura et al., 2011; Lamouille et al., 2014). In planarians we identified 386 

2 members of the snail transcription factor family (snail-1 and snail-2) of EMT-TFs and 387 

an ortholog of the Zinc finger E-box binding homeobox 1 (zeb-1) EMT-TF.  388 

We decided to test whether any of these conserved EMT-TF genes were involved in cell 389 

migration in planarians. Previously a snail family transcription factor, snail-2, has been 390 

reported as being expressed in collagen positive muscle cells, in a small percentage of 391 

G2/M NBs before wounding and in ~35% of G2/M NBs after wounding (Scimone et 392 

al., 2014).To our knowledge no phenotype has been reported for a snail family gene in 393 

planarians and when we performed both snail-1(RNAi) or snail-2(RNAi) with a standard 394 

regenerative assay we observed no phenotypes, and all animals regenerated normally 395 

(Figure S5A).  396 
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When we performed snail-1(RNAi) or snail-2(RNAi) in the context of our migration 397 

assay, animals failed to regenerate after wounding suggesting a defect in cell migration 398 

(Figure S5B). Using WFISH experiments we observed a clear decrease in the extent of 399 

cell migration compared to gfp(RNAi) animals (Figure 7A, D, G and P, Figure S5M and 400 

N). This defect in migration of both NBs and progeny was accompanied by a decrease 401 

in the number of cells with cell extensions (Figure 7B, C, E, F, H, I and Q).  402 

We found that both snail-1 and snail-2 were expressed in most smedwi-1+ NB cells in 403 

the migratory region after wounding (87% and 93% respectively) (Figure S5F and K). 404 

This expression patterns suggest that these EMT- have a cell autonomous role in 405 

controlling NB migration. Taken together our data suggest that cell autonomous 406 

migratory mechanisms are affected by snail-1(RNAi) and snail-2(RNAi) and establish  407 

that snail EMT-TFs in planarians have a conserved role in regulating cell migration in 408 

response to wound signals.  409 

We also investigated the role of zeb-1 and similar to our observations for snail genes, 410 

no defects were observed in zeb-1(RNAi) animals in a normal regeneration assay 411 

(Figure S6A). We found that zeb-1(RNAi) also led to a failure to regenerate correctly in 412 

our migration assay (Figure S6B). Subsequent WFISH experiments revealed clear 413 

defects in cell migration and cell process formation, very similar to those observed for 414 

both snail TFs (Figure 7J-Q, Figure S6H and I). While we could only detect zeb-1 415 

transcript expression in relatively few migrating smedwi-1+ NBs (8%, Figure S6C-F), 416 

this seems likely to be partly due to very low levels of transcript expression (Figure 417 

S6C-F) (Kao et al, 2017). Taken together, our data establish that conserved EMT-TFs 418 

are required for NB and progeny migration in planarians, establishing conservation of 419 

this regulatory circuit across bilaterians.  420 

 421 

DISCUSSION 422 
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An X-ray shielded assay allows precise observation of cell migration and 423 

application of functional genomic approaches 424 

We have established a robust and reliable method that allows the regenerative planarian 425 

model system to be used to study cell migration. During homeostasis as well as standard 426 

regeneration experiments, NBs and stem cell progeny are always close to where they 427 

are required. Nonetheless, as with all metazoans, NBs and progeny must still move into 428 

the correct functional positions in the tissues and organs. In the case of very anterior 429 

region and the pharynx of the planarian body plan, that are devoid of NB, homeostasis 430 

must be achieved by migration of stem cell progeny (Figure S2A and B). However 431 

precise monitoring of this process is difficult as the migratory distances involved are 432 

short and so confidently inferring changes in migratory behavior as oppose to changes 433 

in, say, differentiation is not possible. Our X-ray shielded assay creates a ‘blank canvas’ 434 

into which migrating stem cells and stem cell progeny move and we can accurately 435 

assign relationships between migration, differentiation and proliferation of groups of 436 

these cells over time. We show that planarian NBs and progeny are capable of restoring 437 

full tissue and organ function by migrating from the small shielded region. The 438 

innovations we have made here compared to earlier approaches allow for a thinner 439 

shield, smaller worms to be irradiated and technical consistency over relatively large 440 

numbers of worms. This has allowed us to combine WFISH and RNAi approaches so 441 

that we can now use the planarian model to study migration in a regenerative context. 442 

 443 

A detailed description of migratory behavior in a regenerative context 444 

In this work we have revealed a number of detailed properties of cell migration in 445 

planarians that can be used to help unpick the mechanisms controlling cell migration. 446 

We have shown that migration occurs in response to wounding or damaged tissue as 447 

previously described (Guedelhoefer and Sánchez Alvarado, 2012a). We also find that 448 
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contrary to previous work that migration can occur without wounding or failure in 449 

tissue homeostasis for anteriorly positioned stem cells and stem cell progeny. This 450 

observation tallies with the absence of NBs in anterior regions and the brain in intact 451 

animals, which suggests that a mechanism for encouraging homeostatic cell migration 452 

must exist. We also observe that migrating cells home precisely to wounds without 453 

initially recognizing other tissue regions also lack NBs and progeny. Finally, we 454 

observe that in regions containing moving cells we can see a clear increase in the 455 

number of cells with pronounced cell extensions. Migrating cells are unconnected to 456 

other migrating cells, and together these observations give an EMT like characteristic to 457 

planarians cell migration, as oppose to other mechanism involving collective cell 458 

migration. Taken together these observations establish a set of basic phenotypic criteria 459 

that can be used to the study the genetic and molecular control of cell migration. 460 

 461 

The relationship between stem cell migration, proliferation and differentiation 462 

Stem cell migration during normal healthy tissue homeostasis must be intricately linked 463 

to cell divisions, differentiation and integration of new cells to ensure dysfunctional 464 

aged and damaged differentiated cells are successfully replaced. Studying this process 465 

in vivo during adult tissue homeostasis has proven to be challenging and remains 466 

limited to a few contexts. Highly regenerative animal models represent an opportunity 467 

to study these processes, which together power regeneration. Thus, perhaps the most 468 

important observations facilitated by our assay are those concerning the relationships 469 

between migration, proliferation and differentiation.  470 

We observe that progeny migrate in large numbers in an initial response to wounding 471 

and that proliferating NBs accompany them in smaller numbers. In response to both 472 

wounding and homeostatic signals we observe that NBs divide asymmetrically as they 473 

migrate, and that the new progeny differentiate further while they migrate. For the well-474 
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characterised epidermal lineage this creates an order of migration that recapitulates the 475 

order of differentiation. We do not see any evidence that progeny slow down their 476 

differentiation process in order to first reach wound sites and then differentiate. Instead 477 

our observations broadly recapitulate cell behaviour observed during regeneration, in 478 

which progeny migrate to form the regeneration blastema where they complete 479 

differentiation and cycling cells follow later. Our analysis detects significant differences 480 

in migration between smedwi-1+ cells and zeta class/smedwi-1- cells, which we interpret 481 

as suggesting that newly minted progeny migrate ahead of cycling NBs as they do in 482 

blastema formation. NBs may migrate more slowly on average as they stop to divide, or 483 

because they require the presence of progeny at certain density before they can be 484 

healthily maintained in a repopulating tissue region, or simply perhaps because they are 485 

slower due to having smaller cell extensions. Based on these observations we note that 486 

our assay will provide an alternate method of assessing cell lineage relationships with 487 

WFISH approaches and when combined with RNAi it allows the molecular processes 488 

controlling the interplay between migration, proliferation and differentiation to be 489 

studied. For example, future experiments can test the requirement of migrating stem 490 

cells for stem cell progeny by interfering with differentiation of specific lineages or 491 

asymmetric division. 492 

Related to the observation that the order of cell migration we observe recapitulates cell 493 

lineages is the question of whether all types of wound will result in the same or 494 

different combinations of migratory, proliferative and differentiation responses. While 495 

we have established that migration homes precisely to wound sites we can also now 496 

study if differentiation programs show specificity to the type of wounds depending on 497 

which cell types are damaged. Recently it was shown that production of photoreceptor 498 

precursors and cells was independent of whether eyes were present or not (LoCascio et 499 

al., 2017), suggesting that for some these organs at least differentiation programs are 500 
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independent of the state of the target tissue in planarians. Combining our assay with 501 

experimental paradigms that damage one or a few defined cell types will help begin to 502 

answer how demands for new cells are regulated and how stem cells and their progeny 503 

sense and adjust to these demands. Given that these are likely to be the processes that 504 

decline in human age related disease or are mis-regulated during tumour progression, 505 

new planarian experiments in this context will provide important insights. 506 

 507 

A role for notum in homeostatic migration of stem cells and stem cell progeny. 508 

The precise identification of the signals that trigger migration after wounding remains 509 

an open question. It seems more than likely that many overlapping signals cooperate to 510 

ensure migration occurs correctly and they may include signals associated primarily 511 

with occurrence of damage as well as signals from specific tissues that require specific 512 

progeny. Two genes that have already been shown to have complementary roles in 513 

controlling the polarity of planarian regeneration, wnt1 and notum, are both known to be 514 

wound induced (Petersen and Reddien, 2011) and represented good candidates for 515 

potential roles in cell migration after wounding. In addition homeostatic expression of 516 

notum was recently shown to be involved in regulating planarian brain size in 517 

combination with wnt11-6, and specifically ensuring that sufficient neural precursors 518 

are produced to maintain the correct brain size (Hill and Petersen, 2015). These 519 

observations therefore also made notum a candidate for involvement in the homeostatic 520 

cell migration that we described in intact animals in anterior regions.  521 

Using RNAi we found no role for either wnt1 or notum in wound induced migration, 522 

however we found that notum is required for the homeostatic anterior migration. Given 523 

the homeostatic expression of notum transcript and the observation that cells migrate 524 

homeostatically within a certain distance from the anterior tip of the animal, we propose 525 

that a gradient of notum somehow provides directional cues to migrating cells. We note 526 
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that, the formation of cell extensions is not effected by notum(RNAi), suggesting that 527 

other signals may be responsible for this aspect of migratory behaviour while notum 528 

activity provides a directional cue. Notum in planarians, mammals and flies has been 529 

implicated as a Wnt signaling inhibitor (Kakugawa et al., 2015; Traister et al., 2008; 530 

Zhang et al., 2015), so it is possible that inhibition of local homeostatic levels of Wnt 531 

signaling, specifically of anteriorly expressed planarian Wnts (wnt11-6 and wnt5) may 532 

then allow homeostatic migration. Future work with our assay will aim to understand 533 

the mechanism by which notum facilitates homeostatic migration and wound induced 534 

migration. 535 

 536 

Conservation of EMT-TF function and the potential to study processes relevant to 537 

tumor invasion 538 

The fact that cells appear to migrate individually and that in migratory regions increased 539 

numbers of cells have extended cell processes suggested molecular mechanisms 540 

associated with EMT may regulate migration. In order to begin to test this possibility 541 

we investigated the function of two planarian Snail family transcription factors and a 542 

planarian ortholog of zeb-1, as these are conserved positive regulators of cell migration 543 

during EMT, required to down regulate the expression of genes that encode proteins 544 

that maintain cell-cell contacts, like E-cadherin (Thiery and Sleeman, 2006). Enhanced 545 

snail gene expression has reported in several different cancer types including ovarian 546 

carcinoma (Davidson et al., 2012), breast tumours (Blanco et al., 2002; Elloul et al., 547 

2005); gastric cancers (Peng et al., 2014; Rosivatz et al., 2002); hepatocellular 548 

carcinomas (Miyoshi et al., 2005; Sugimachi et al., 2003); colon cancers (Pálmer et al., 549 

2004) and synovial sarcomas (Saito et al., 2004). Overexpression or down regulation of 550 

Snail has shown to modulate invasiveness and metastasis in in vitro cancer cell culture 551 

studies (Adhikary et al., 2014; Belgiovine et al., 2016; Fan et al., 2012; Horvay et al., 552 
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2015; Sharili et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2014; Villarejo et al., 2015). Similarly, zeb1 553 

over-activity has also been implicated in tumorigenesis. These reports clearly suggest 554 

that EMT-TFs are key players in cancer invasion and metastasis.  555 

Within the context of our assay RNAi of all three of these genes led to failure in cell 556 

migration and we were able to clearly observe decrease in cells showing extended cell 557 

processes, indicative of migratory morphology. Our data confirm the role of EMT-TFs 558 

in controlling migration in the context for our assay and suggest we can use this as a 559 

basis for studying EMT related processes in planarians. By combining functional 560 

approaches with expression screens starting with planarian homologs of EMT-related 561 

transcription factor regulators and known upstream EMT regulatory signals, we will be 562 

able to find out more about EMT in the context of tissue homeostasis, regeneration and 563 

adult stem cell activity. 564 

 565 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 566 

 567 

Planarian culture 568 

A Schmidtea mediterranea asexual strain was cultured and maintained in 0.5% instant 569 

ocean water in the dark at 20oC. Animals were starved at least 7 days before using for 570 

experiments.  571 

 572 

X-ray irradiation, and design of shield 573 

Irradiations were performed using a Comet MXR-321 x-ray set operated at 225 kVp, 574 

17mA with a 0.5 mm aluminium filter. The X-ray field is collimated to 40 mm x 20 mm 575 

with a 6.1 mm thick lead disc positioned centrally, directly above the X-ray tube focal 576 

spot and supported within an aluminium frame. The removable central shielded area is 577 

achieved using a 0.8 mm wide, 6.1 mm thick lead strip spanning the long axis of the 578 
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collimated field, this sits slightly proud of the main lead collimator so that it is in 579 

contact with the base of the Petri dish. When in position, the worms are irradiated at a 580 

dose rate of 23 Gy/min, reducing to ~ 1 Gy/min underneath the shielded region. The 581 

variation in dose distribution across the strip is shown in supplementary figure 1C. The 582 

circular hole in the top aluminium plate corresponds to the outside diameter of the Petri 583 

dish and enables dishes to be positioned quickly and reproducibly. Thin strips of 584 

materials such as tungsten or tantalum could be used to replace the lead strip to achieve 585 

thinner shielded regions if required.  586 

 587 

Dosimetry 588 

Dose rate measurements and spatial characterization of the treatment field was 589 

performed using Gafchromic EBT3 film (International Specialty products, Wayne, NJ) 590 

placed in the base of an empty 60 mm Petri dish. Twenty-four hours following exposure 591 

the EBT3 film was scanned in transmission mode at 48 bit RGB (16 bits per colour) 592 

with 300 dpi resolution using a flatbed scanner (Epson Expression 10000XL). A 593 

template was used to position the film within the scanner and the scanning direction 594 

was kept constant with respect to the film orientation, as recommended in the 595 

manufacturer’s guidelines. The dose was calculated using the optical density of the red 596 

channel and corrected using the optical density of the blue channel in order to 597 

compensate for small non-uniformities in the film which cause false apparent variations 598 

in dose (as described in the technical brief: Gafchromic EBT2 Self-developing film for 599 

radiotherapy dosimetry). The batch of EBT3 film was calibrated following the 600 

recommendations of the report of AAPM Task Group 61(Ma et al., 2001).  601 

 602 

Shielded irradiation 603 
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Up to 20 size-matched planarians (3 to 4 mm) were anesthetized in ice cold 0.2% 604 

chloretone and aligned on 60mm Petri dish (Guedelhoefer and Sánchez Alvarado, 605 

2012b). Anterior tip of all worms were aligned in a perfect line to keep the absolute 606 

migratory distance (distance between tip of the head and shielded region) fixed. Petri 607 

dish is pre-marked with a line at bottom denoting the place and dimensions (length and 608 

thickness) of the shield strip. Excess liquid is removed to minimize movement of 609 

worms during at the time of irradiation. Petri dish containing worms is then placed on to 610 

the shield of bottom source X-ray irradiator. Care is taken to perfectly match the 611 

position of shield trip and line marked on Petri dish to ascertain the exact region of the 612 

worm to be shielded. 30Gy X-ray (225kV for 1 min 18 seconds) is used for irradiation. 613 

Once irradiation is over, planarians were immediately washed with instant ocean water 614 

and transferred into fresh instant ocean water and incubated in dark at 20oC.  615 

 616 

WFISH, immunostaining and imaging 617 

Whole mount fluorescent in-situ hybridization was performed as described previously 618 

(Currie et al., 2016; King and Newmark, 2013). H3ser10p rabbit monoclonal antibody 619 

from Millipore (04–817) was used for immunostaining (Felix and Aboobaker, 2010). 620 

Confocal imaging was done with Olympus FV1000 and Zeiss 880 Airyscan 621 

microscope. Bright field images were taken with Zeiss Discovery V8 from Carl Zeiss 622 

using Canon 1200D camera. Images were processed with Fiji and Adobe Photoshop. 623 

ZEN 2.1 (blue edition) software from Carl Zeiss was used to construct 3D images of 624 

cells. All measurements and quantifications were done with Fiji and Adobe Photoshop. 625 

Significance was determined by unpaired 2-tailed Student’s t-test.  626 

 627 

Gene cloning and RNAi 628 
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Planarian genes were cloned into the pPR-T4P plasmid vector containing opposable T7 629 

RNA polymerase promoters (kind gift from Jochen Rink). The cloned vectors were then 630 

used for in vitro dsRNA synthesis and probe synthesis as described previously (King 631 

and Newmark, 2013; Rouhana et al., 2013). The primers used to generate dsRNA 632 

template from genes were as follows: 633 

mmpa (GenBank: HE577120.1): Fw 5’- ATCCTGATTACGGCTCCAA-3’ and Re 5’- 634 

TTTATTGGGGGTGCAACTGT-3’ 635 

β1-integrin (GenBank: KU961518.1): Fw 5’-GAACTCAACACACAACGCCC-3’ and 636 

Re 5’-TCTCGACAGGGAACAATGGC-3’ 637 

snail-1 (GenBank: XXXXX): Fw 5’-AGCAATCAATCCTAAAGTCG-3’ and Re 5’-638 

CGATAGATTCTTCCACGGAG-3’ 639 

snail-2 (GenBank: KJ934814.1): Fw 5’-GTTATCAAGCCAGACCTTCA-3’ and Re    640 

5’-GTTTGACTTGTGAATGGGTC-3’ 641 

zeb-1 (GenBank: XXXXX): Fw 5’-TCGTACCCTCATCTACCGCA-3’ and Re 5’-642 

GGGTTTCTCTCCGCTGTGAA-3’ 643 

Previously described sequence regions were used for dsRNA synthesis of wnt1 644 

(Petersen and Reddien, 2009) and notum (Petersen and Reddien, 2011). Reported 645 

sequences were used for riboprobe synthesis of smedwi-1 (Reddien et al., 2005), prog-1 646 

(Eisenhoffer et al., 2008), agat-1 (Eisenhoffer et al., 2008), zeta pool (van Wolfswinkel 647 

et al., 2014), and sigma pool (van Wolfswinkel et al., 2014). To generate probes for 648 

mmpa, β1-integrin, snail-1, snail-2 and zeb-1 the same regions of their respective 649 

dsRNA were used. For knockdown of genes animals were injected with 3 x 32nl of 650 

dsRNA 6 times over 2 weeks. If worms need to be used for shielded irradiation after 651 

RNAi, a 1-day gap was kept between last RNAi injection and the shielded irradiation.  652 

 653 

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION  654 
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Supplemental Information includes six supplemental figures.  656 
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 868 

FIGURE LEGENDS 869 

 870 

Figure 1. Shielded irradiation assay setup to generate stripped worms 871 

(A) Point source X-ray irradiator with the lead shield on top and holding worms aligned 872 

in a Petri dish.  873 

(B) Worms anesthetized in 0.2% chloretone and aligned in a straight line on 60mm Petri 874 

dish.  875 

(C) Lead shield with a horizontal lead stripe in the middle.  876 

(D) Wild type un-irradiated planarians showing distribution of NBs (green) and early 877 

progeny (magenta).  878 

(E) Striped planarians at 4 days post shielded irradiation (4dpi) showing band of stem 879 

cells (green) and early progeny (magenta) restricted to the irradiation-protected region. 880 

A 30 Gy X-ray does is used.  881 

(F) Gradual loss of NBs (green) and early progeny (magenta) in the non-shielded region 882 

after 1 dpi, 2dpi, 3dpi and 4dpi respectively (n=10), and maintenance within the 883 

shielded region. 884 

See also Figure S1. 885 

 886 

Figure 2. Wound induced cell migration and characteristic extended morphology 887 

of migrating stem cells and stem cell progeny 888 
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(A) Diagrammatic model demonstrating the position of the wound and three (I, II and 889 

III) independent methods for measuring cell migration distances.  890 

(B) Representative WFISH showing migration and repopulation of NBs (green) and 891 

early progeny (magenta) after shielding of across the pharynx at 1, 4, 7 and 10 days post 892 

injury (n=20 per time point). Scale bars: 500μm.  893 

(C) Measurements of distances migrated by NBs (green) and early progeny (magenta) 894 

at 1, 4, 7 and 10 days post decapitation. Each dot represents average distance migrated 895 

by 10 most distal cells in each animal (n=25 per time point). Lines and error bars 896 

indicate mean and SD. 897 

(D) Numbers of NB to early progeny ratios in the migratory region are plotted at 1, 4, 7 898 

and 10 days post decapitation (n=20 per time point). Ratio of cells in shielded region 899 

and in unexposed worms is used as a control. The results are expressed as means ±SD. 900 

(E) Quantification of NBs (magenta) and mitotic cells (green) in the migratory region 901 

following decapitation at 1, 4, 7 and 10 days (n=20 per time point). The results are 902 

expressed as means ±SD. 903 

(F) Morphology of cells within the shielded region in an uninjured worm shows very 904 

few stem cells (green) and few early progeny cells (magenta) with extended 905 

cytoplasmic projections (n=20). 906 

(G) Morphology of cells within the shielded region in the decapitated worm shows few 907 

stem cells (green) and some early progeny cells (magenta) with extended cytoplasmic 908 

projections (n=20). 909 

(H) Morphology of cells within the migratory region in the decapitated worm shows 910 

few stem cells (green) and many early progeny cells (magenta) with extended 911 

cytoplasmic projections (n=20). 912 

(I) Quantification shows increase in number of stem cells (green) and early progeny 913 

cells (magenta) with extended processes within decapitated/migratory region as well as 914 
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decapitated/shielded region compared to the uninjured/shielded region (n=20 per 915 

condition). The results are expressed as means ±SD. Student’s t test: *p<0.05. 916 

(J-M) Early progeny cells (magenta) within migratory region in decapitated worms 917 

show extended processes in various directions relative to the wound. Yellow arrows 918 

indicate the direction of extended processes. Position of wound relative to cells is to the 919 

top. 920 

See also Figure S2. 921 

 922 

Figure 3. Migration of different epidermal lineage cells shows that cells migrate in 923 

the specific order with most differentiated progeny to undifferentiated NBs 924 

(A) Current model of planarian epidermal lineage differentiation. Sigma class NBs give 925 

rise to zeta class NBs that produces prog-1+ early progeny. prog-1+ early progeny 926 

differentiate into agat-1+ late progeny which terminally differentiate into epidermal 927 

cells. 928 

(B-K) FISH showing migration of different cell types from epidermal lineage at 7dpa. 929 

agat-1 cells (magenta) migrate way ahead of smedwi-1 cells (green) (B, C). prog-1 cells 930 

(magenta) migrate way ahead of smedwi-1 cells (green) (D, E).  prog-1 cells (magenta), 931 

Zeta class cells (green) and prog-1 + Zeta class double positive cells (white) migrate 932 

with the similar speed (F, G). smedwi-1- zeta class cells (magenta) migrate way ahead of 933 

smedwi-1+ zeta stem cells (white) and smedwi-1 cells (green) (H, I). smedwi-1+ sigma 934 

stem cells (white) and smedwi-1 cells (green) migrate with the similar speed (J, K) (n=5 935 

per condition). White arrows indicate the examples of double positive cells. Scale bars: 936 

300μm for zoomed out and 100μm for zoomed in view.  937 

(L) Measurements of distance travelled by different cell populations (smedwi-1+ sigma 938 

class stem cells, smedwi-1+ zeta class stem cells, smedwi-1- zeta class cells, prog-1 + 939 
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zeta class double positive cells, prog-1 cells and agat-1 cells) in decapitated worms at 940 

7dpa. (n=15 per condition, Student’s t test: *p<0.05) 941 

(M) Model demonstrating order in which different cells migrate following decapitation. 942 

agat-1, prog-1, prog-1 + zeta class double positive cells migrate most anteriorly and are 943 

most distal to the shielded region. Zeta class (smedwi-1-) cells migrate equally with 944 

prog-1, prog-1 + zeta class double positive cells but are quite distant to agat-1 cells. 945 

Zeta stem cells and sigma stem cells migrate with the slowest speed and are most 946 

proximal to the shielded region. 947 

 948 

Figure 4. mmpa and β1-integrin are essential for stem cell and progeny migration 949 

as well as for developing extended cell morphology 950 

(A-L) FISH shows migration of stem cells (green) and early progeny (magenta) at 7dpa 951 

in gfp(RNAi) (A-C, G-I) worms but the migration is inhibited in mmpa(RNAi) (D-F) as 952 

well as in β1-integrin(RNAi) (J-L) worms. Insets show the presence of stem cells 953 

(green) and early progeny (magenta) with extended cytoplasmic projections in 954 

migratory region of gfp(RNAi) worms (B, C, H, I) but are almost absent in mmpa(RNAi) 955 

(E, F) and β1-integrin(RNAi) (K, L) worms (n=5). 956 

(M) Measurements shows drastic decrease in the distance migrated by stem cells 957 

(green) and early progeny (magenta) at 7dpa in mmpa(RNAi) and β1-integrin(RNAi) 958 

animals compared to gfp(RNAi) worms (n=5). Each dot represents the average distance 959 

migrated by 10 most distal cells from each animal. Lines and error bars indicate mean 960 

and SD. Student’s t test: *p<0.05. 961 

(N) Quantification shows that stem cells (green) and early progeny (magenta) with 962 

extended processes are reduced significantly in mmpa(RNAi) and β1-integrin(RNAi) 963 

animals in comparison with gfp(RNAi) animals at 7dpa (n=5). The results are expressed 964 

as means ±SD. Student’s t test: *p<0.05. 965 
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See also Figure S3. 966 

 967 

Figure 5. Stem cells and progeny characteristically migrate in anterior direction 968 

even without an injury 969 

(A) Cartoon showing strategy of shielding worms at various places along the anterior- 970 

posterior axis. 971 

(B-J) Bright field images of worms shielded at 3 different places, posterior (B, C), 972 

middle (E, F) and anterior (H, I) in shielded irradiation assay showing regression and 973 

recovery over the time. Bright field images show head regression in posteriorly shielded 974 

worms (B), head and tail regression in middle shielded worms (E) and tail regression in 975 

anteriorly shielded worm (H). As cells migrate and repopulate the regressed anterior 976 

and posterior regions recovered over the time in all posterior (C), middle (F) and 977 

anterior (I) shielded worms (n=20 per time point). Scale bars: 500μm.  978 

(D, G, J) FISH showing no migration of stem cells (green) and early progeny (magenta) 979 

in posteriorly shielded worms (D) until anterior tissue regress close enough to the 980 

shielded region. Whereas, stem cells (green) and early progeny (magenta) migrate as 981 

well as repopulate towards the anterior direction in middle (G) and anteriorly (J) 982 

shielded worms (n=20 per time point). Migration takes less time in anteriorly placed 983 

shields. Scale bars: 500μm.  984 

(K) Measurements of distance migrated by stem cells (green) and early progeny 985 

(magenta) in the worms shielded irradiated at different places along AP axis. Each dot 986 

represent average distance migrated by 10 most distal cells in each animal (n=6). 987 

(L) Model showing gradient of signal (orange) form head tip to up to ~1300μm towards 988 

posterior. 989 

 990 

Figure 6. Effect of notum RNAi and wnt1 RNAi on cell migration 991 
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(A-I) FISH showing migration of stem cells (green) and early progeny (magenta) at 7 992 

days post decapitation in gfp(RNAi) (A-C) animals and is unaffected in notum(RNAi) 993 

(D-F) and wnt1(RNAi) (G-I) animals. Insets shows that stem cells (green) and early 994 

progeny (magenta) in migratory region from gfp(RNAi) (B, C), notum(RNAi) (E-F) and 995 

wnt1(RNAi) (H-I) are able to form extended processes. 996 

(J) Measurements show that distance migrated by stem cells (green) and early progeny 997 

(magenta) at 7 dpa in gfp(RNAi), notum(RNAi) and wnt1(RNAi) animals is equal (n=5). 998 

Each dot represents the average distance migrated by 10 most distal cells from each 999 

animal. Lines and error bars indicate mean and SD. Student’s t test used for analysis. 1000 

(K) Quantification shows that the number of stem cells (green) and early progeny 1001 

(magenta) with extended processes is unaffected in notum(RNAi) and wnt1(RNAi) 1002 

animals compared to gfp(RNAi) animals (n=5). The results are expressed as means ±SD. 1003 

Student’s t test used for analysis. 1004 

(L-Q) FISH showing reduced migration of stem cells (green) and early progeny 1005 

(magenta) at 10dpi in intact notum(RNAi) (O-Q) animals compared to intact gfp(RNAi) 1006 

(L-N) animals. Insets show extended morphology of stem cells (green) and early 1007 

progeny (magenta) in migratory region (M, N, P, Q). 1008 

(R) Measurements show that distance migrated by stem cells (green) and early progeny 1009 

(magenta) at 10dpi in notum(RNAi) animals is significantly reduced compared to 1010 

gfp(RNAi) animals (n=5). Each dot represents the average distance migrated by 10 most 1011 

distal cells from each animal. Lines and error bars indicate mean and SD. Student’s t 1012 

test: *p<0.05. 1013 

(S) Quantification shows that the number of stem cells (green) and early progeny 1014 

(magenta) with extended processes is unaffected in notum(RNAi) compared to 1015 

gfp(RNAi) animals (n=5). The results are expressed as means ±SD. Student’s t test used 1016 

for analysis. 1017 
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See also Figure S4. 1018 

 1019 

Figure 7. Snail family genes control stem cell and progeny migration 1020 

(A-O) FISH shows migration of stem cells (green) and early progeny (magenta) at 7dpa 1021 

in gfp(RNAi) (A-C, J-L) worms but the migration is inhibited in snail-1(RNAi) (D-F), 1022 

snail-2(RNAi) (G-I) as well as in zeb-1(RNAi) (M-O) worms. Insets show the presence 1023 

of stem cells (green) and early progeny (magenta) with extended cytoplasmic 1024 

projections in migratory region of gfp(RNAi) worms (B, C, K, L) but are reduced in 1025 

snail-1(RNAi) (E, F), snail-2(RNAi) (H-I) and zeb-1(RNAi) (N-O) worms (n=5). 1026 

(P) Measurements shows drastic decrease in the distance migrated by stem cells (green) 1027 

and early progeny (magenta) at 7dpa in snail-1(RNAi), snail-2(RNAi) and zeb-1(RNAi) 1028 

animals compared to gfp(RNAi) (n=5). Each dot represents the average distance 1029 

migrated by 10 most distal cells from each animal. Lines and error bars indicate mean 1030 

and SD. Student’s t test: *p<0.05. 1031 

(Q) Quantification shows that stem cells (green) and early progeny (magenta) with 1032 

extended processes are reduced significantly in snail-1(RNAi), snail-2(RNAi) and zeb-1033 

1(RNAi) animals in comparison with gfp(RNAi) at 7dpa (n=5). The results are expressed 1034 

as means ±SD. Student’s t test: *p<0.05. 1035 

See also Figure S5 and S6. 1036 

 1037 

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE LEGENDS 1038 

 1039 

Figure S1. Parts and dimensions of lead shield assembly 1040 

(A) Lead strip and lead shield are assembled with aluminium support which further 1041 

covered with aluminium disc to support Petri dish in the final lead shield assembly.  1042 

(B) Dimensions of lead shield and lead strip from top and side view. Unit: mm. 1043 
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(C) Dose distribution across the lead strip showing greater than 95% attenuation of X-1044 

ray dose under the shield protected region. 1045 

 1046 

Figure S2. General features of cell migration and different shapes of migrating and 1047 

non-migrating cells 1048 

(A) FISH showing distribution of stem cells (green) in intact wild type worm. Stem 1049 

cells are absent in the pharynx region, in brain region and region anterior to 1050 

photoreceptors (*). Scale bar: 500μm. 1051 

(B) FISH showing that stem cells (green) are absent in the early regenerative blastema 1052 

in a tail fragment regenerating at 3dpa (n=5). Scale bar: 200μm. 1053 

(C) H3P immunostaining shows increase in mitotic cells (yellow) in the migratory 1054 

region in decapitated animals over the time course, 1dpa, 4dpa, 7dpa and 10dpa (n=5 1055 

per time point). Scale bar: 500μm. 1056 

(D) Graph showing increasing distance of mitotic cells (magenta dots) from the 1057 

shielded region over the time course, 1dpa, 4dpa, 7dpa and 10dpa (n=5 per time point). 1058 

Each dot represents the distance of individual H3P cell from the shielded region. 5 most 1059 

distal H3P cells were considered for measurements from each animal. Lines and error 1060 

bars indicate mean and SD. 1061 

(E, F) Stem cells (green) and early progeny (magenta) show directional migration 1062 

towards the site of poking (E) and notch (F).  1063 

(G) Stem cells (green) and early progeny (magenta) from the dorsal side migrate more 1064 

rapidly than the ventral side. Scale bar: 100μm. 1065 

(H) Measurements of distance migrated by stem cells (green) and early progeny 1066 

(magenta) from dorsal and ventral side in decapitated animal at 4dpa. Each dot 1067 

represents average the distance migrated by 10 most distal cells in an animal (n=5). 1068 

Lines and error bars indicate mean and SD. 1069 
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(I) Montage showing migrating stem cells (green) in different planes from dorsal to 1070 

ventral side (1 to 6). 1071 

(J-K) Different morphology of stem cells (green) (J) and early progeny (magenta) (K) 1072 

without and with extended processes. 1073 

 1074 

Figure S3. Regenerative morphology of RNAi animals and expression patterns of 1075 

mmpa and β1-integrin 1076 

(A) Head, Trunk and Tail fragments regenerated at 11 days post amputation following 1077 

gfp(RNAi), mmpa(RNAi) and β1-integrin(RNAi). (n=10) 1078 

(B) Rescue and regeneration of gfp(RNAi), mmpa(RNAi) and β1-integrin(RNAi) worms 1079 

following shielded irradiation and decapitation. (n=30) 1080 

(C-D) Expression (C) and FPKM (D) profile of mmpa in X1, X2 and Xins cell 1081 

population. 1082 

(E) FISH showing whole body expression pattern of mmpa. 1083 

(F-G) FISH showing expression of mmpa in smedwi-1+ NBs (F) and prog-1+ progeny 1084 

(G) at 2dpa. Around 3% smedwi-1+ NBs express mmpa and no detectable expression of 1085 

mmpa found in prog-1+ progeny. Scale bars: 20μm 1086 

(H-I) Expression (H) and FPKM (I) profile of β1-integrin in X1, X2 and Xins cell 1087 

population. 1088 

(J) FISH showing whole body expression pattern of β1-integrin. 1089 

(K-L) FISH showing expression of β1-integrin in smedwi-1+ NBs (K) and prog-1+ 1090 

progeny (L) at 2dpa. Around 92% smedwi-1+ NBs and 33% prog-1+ progeny express 1091 

β1-integrin. 1092 

(M) FISH shows stem cells (green) and early progeny (magenta) migrate and repopulate 1093 

the entire migratory region at 15dpa in gfp(RNAi) animals but the migration is inhibited 1094 

in mmpa(RNAi) and β1-integrin(RNAi) worms that leads to regression of anterior tissue.  1095 
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(N) Measurements shows drastic decrease in the distance migrated by stem cells (green) 1096 

and early progeny (magenta) at 15dpa in mmpa(RNAi) and β1-integrin(RNAi) animals 1097 

compared to gfp(RNAi) worms (n=5). Each dot represents the average distance migrated 1098 

by 10 most distal cells from each animal. Lines and error bars indicate mean and SD. 1099 

Student’s t test: *p<0.05. 1100 

 1101 

Figure S4. Regenerative phenotype of notum and wnt1 RNAi animals 1102 

(A) Head, Trunk and Tail fragments regenerated at 11 days post amputation following 1103 

gfp(RNAi), notum(RNAi) and wnt1(RNAi). (n=10) 1104 

(B) Rescue and regeneration of gfp(RNAi), notum(RNAi) and wnt1(RNAi) worms 1105 

following shielded irradiation and decapitation. (n=30) 1106 

(C) Rescue of intact uninjured animals in gfp(RNAi) and notum(RNAi) worms following 1107 

shielded irradiation. (n=30) 1108 

(D) FISH shows stem cells (green) and early progeny (magenta) migrate anteriorly and 1109 

repopulate almost entire migratory region at 20dpi in gfp(RNAi) animals but the 1110 

migration is inhibited in notum(RNAi) worms that leads to regression of anterior tissue.  1111 

(E) Measurements shows drastic decrease in the distance migrated by stem cells (green) 1112 

and early progeny (magenta) at 20dpi in notum(RNAi) compared to gfp(RNAi) worms 1113 

(n=5). Each dot represents the average distance migrated by 10 most distal cells from 1114 

each animal. Lines and error bars indicate mean and SD. Student’s t test: *p<0.05. 1115 

 1116 

Figure S5. Regenerative morphology of RNAi animals and expression patterns of 1117 

snail-1 and snail-2 1118 

(A) Head, Trunk and Tail fragments regenerated at 11 days post amputation following 1119 

gfp(RNAi), snail-1(RNAi) and snail-2(RNAi). (n=10) 1120 
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(B) Rescue and regeneration of gfp(RNAi), snail-1(RNAi) and snail-2(RNAi) worms 1121 

following shielded irradiation and decapitation. (n=30) 1122 

(C-D) Expression (C) and FPKM (D) profile of snail-1 in X1, X2 and Xins cell 1123 

population. 1124 

(E) FISH showing whole body expression pattern of snail-1. 1125 

(F-G) FISH showing expression of mmpa in smedwi-1+ NBs (F) and prog-1+ progeny 1126 

(G) at 2dpa. Around 87% smedwi-1+ NBs express snail-1 and very little (~1%) 1127 

expression of snail-1 found in prog-1+ progeny. Scale bars: 20μm. 1128 

(H-I) Expression (H) and FPKM (I) profile of snail-2 in X1, X2 and Xins cell 1129 

population. 1130 

(J) FISH showing whole body expression pattern of snail-2. 1131 

(K-L) FISH showing expression of snail-2 in smedwi-1+ NBs (K) and prog-1+ progeny 1132 

(L) at 2dpa. Around 93% smedwi-1+ NBs and less than 3% prog-1+ progeny express 1133 

snail-2. Scale bars: 20μm. 1134 

(M) FISH shows stem cells (green) and early progeny (magenta) migrate and repopulate 1135 

the entire migratory region at 15dpa in gfp(RNAi) animals but the migration is inhibited 1136 

in snail-1(RNAi) and snail-2(RNAi) worms that leads to regression of anterior tissue.  1137 

(N) Measurements shows drastic decrease in the distance migrated by stem cells (green) 1138 

and early progeny (magenta) at 15dpa in snail-1(RNAi) and snail-2(RNAi) animals 1139 

compared to gfp(RNAi) worms (n=5). Each dot represents the average distance migrated 1140 

by 10 most distal cells from each animal. Lines and error bars indicate mean and SD. 1141 

Student’s t test: *p<0.05. 1142 

 1143 

Figure S6. Effect of zeb-1 RNAi on regeneration and it’s expression in different cell 1144 

population 1145 
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(A) Head, Trunk and Tail fragments regenerated at 11 days post amputation following 1146 

gfp(RNAi) and zeb-1(RNAi) animals. (n=10) 1147 

(B) Rescue and regeneration of gfp(RNAi) and zeb-1(RNAi) worms following shielded 1148 

irradiation and decapitation. (n=30) 1149 

(C-D) Expression (C) and FPKM (D) profile of zeb-1 in X1, X2 and Xins cell 1150 

population. 1151 

(E) FISH showing whole body expression pattern of zeb-1. 1152 

(F-G) FISH showing expression of zeb-1 in smedwi-1+ NBs (F) and prog-1+ progeny 1153 

(G) at 2dpa. Around 8% smedwi-1+ NBs express zeb-1 and very little (~1%) expression 1154 

of zeb-1 found in prog-1+ progeny. Scale bars: 20μm. 1155 

(H) FISH shows stem cells (green) and early progeny (magenta) migrate and repopulate 1156 

the entire migratory region at 15dpa in gfp(RNAi) animals but the migration is inhibited 1157 

in zeb-1(RNAi) worms that leads to regression of anterior tissue.  1158 

(I) Measurements shows drastic decrease in the distance migrated by stem cells (green) 1159 

and early progeny (magenta) at 15dpa in zeb-1(RNAi) animals compared to gfp(RNAi) 1160 

worms (n=5). Each dot represents the average distance migrated by 10 most distal cells 1161 

from each animal. Lines and error bars indicate mean and SD. Student’s t test: *p<0.05. 1162 

 1163 

 1164 
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